
1 Introduction

For the purpose of solving the problems of the cur-
rently used Internet and implementing the New-Generation 
Network that is expected to be a future social infrastructure, 
research and development activities on network virtualiza-
tion technologies have been conducted. Network virtualiza-
tion technologies are expected to be the base technologies 
for the New-Generation Network because the technologies 
will enable the provision, on a single physical network, of 
different network services which have their own require-
ments, such as transmission speed, reliability or the volume 
of connected user-terminals.

Furthermore, if the current situation, where mobile 
communication networks (hereinafter referred to as 
“mobile networks”) have been used widely, is taken into 
consideration, the New-Generation Network, in order to 
become a reliable social infrastructure that supports social 
systems whether in a normal or emergency situation, must 
be capable of integrating mobile networks and configuring 
them virtually. On the other hand, mobile-network opera-
tors have come to share the view that network virtualiza-
tion technologies will be one of the keys to the realization 
of 5G systems, where the additional requirements such as 
ultra-low latency or a huge number of connections must 
be satisfied. Network virtualization technologies will en-
able the provision of ultra-low-latency services through 
configuring the “slices” in the neighborhood of a terminal. 
In addition, the reduction of the total network load will be 
enabled, by configuring such slices that consist of a number 
of necessary functional units which can conduct service-
specific, instead of service-independent, controls.

In the following portions of this paper, base technologies 
for applying virtualization technologies to mobile networks 

(hereinafter referred to as “mobile-network virtualization”) 
will be described. First, the gateway function—indispens-
able for realizing mobile-network virtualization—is intro-
duced. Next, a proof-of-concept prototype experiment, 
which has proved the possibility of reducing processing 
load in a mobile network, is introduced. Then, a scalable 
information sharing method among a number of gateway 
functions will be proposed, and its validity is shown.

2 Applying network virtualization 
technologies to mobile networks

2.1 Existing mobile networks and current issues
Figure 1 shows the architecture of Long Term Evolution 

(LTE)/Evolved Packet Core (EPC)—a widely-used mobile 
network. Functions of the nodes depicted in the figure are 
described as follows: A user-terminal (User Equipment: 
UE) is connected to a base station (eNodeB: eNB). Packets 
received/transmitted by the UE are delivered, by using the 
GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP Tunnel), to an external 
network or other UE. GTP tunnels are established between 
Serving Gateways (eNB-SGW), and between Packet-data 
network Gateways (SGW-PGW); those terminal nodes 
conduct packet-routing control and policy control. SGW 

Fig.F 1　Mobile network architecture
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works as an anchor point, providing the UE with eNB-
to-eNB seamless handover. PGW’s functions are traffic 
monitoring, charging, access control and a gateway to 
external networks. A GTP Tunnel is established through 
collaboration between the Mobility Management Entry 
(MME) and Policy Control and Charging Rules Function 
(PCRF). MME, being a Control Plane (C-Plane) function, 
taking the responsibility of mobility management and user 
authentication, executes bearer (logical packet-transmission 
route) session control through collaboration with eNB and 
SGW. PCRF sets up, into PGW/SGW, the QoS (QoS class, 
bit rate, etc.) according to the user profile information and 
the media information notified by an external network (IP 
address, port number, protocol type, media codec, etc.).

UE, in order to establish communication with an ex-
ternal network (IMS, the Internet, etc.), sends to the MME 
a bearer-session establish-request, which carries the Access 
Point Name (APN)—the identifier of the external network 
that provides the demanded service; MME, according to 
the APN, identifies an appropriate SGW for establishing a 
GTP Tunnel between the SGW and the PGW—the connec-
tion point to the external network identified by the APN. 
The SGW, receiving the request from MME, establishes an 
eNB-to-SGW GTP Tunnel and SGW-to-PGW GTP Tunnel. 
Now, the UE is allowed to, through the tunnel, by using 
the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)—an application-layer 
control protocol—or HTTP, exchange application-level 
session-control messages with the service function that the 
external network has. The service function, along with such 
message exchange, notifies PCRF of media information, the 
PCRF sends to the PGW QoS information and the media 
information, and the information, passing through the 
SGW, is sent to the MME. The MME allocates, according to 
the information, wireless resources to the eNB. In addition, 
the MME, if necessary, establishes a bearer for media or 
upgrades the existing bearer.

Networks in the future are required to have high-grade 
features such as ultra-low latency or very high efficiency, 
because on conventional network architectures those 
features are unattainable. As for ultra-low latency, which 
is expected to enable such new services as tactile com-
munication, virtual offices or automatic vehicle-cruising, 
an end-to-end (E2E) latency of as low as 5 milliseconds is 
said to be required[1]—on the conventional mobile-network 
architectures where a PGW or a service function on an 
external network works as an anchor point, delays as long 
as several tens to several hundreds of milliseconds occur 
even if the subscribers belonging to the same mobile 

network operator are communicating. On the other hand, 
as for the feature of very-high efficiency, sophisticated 
session control is necessary—sufficiently high-speed so as 
to reduce the processing load required for serving a huge 
number of user terminals—, while in the conventional 
mobile networks, inflexible session controls by means of 
fixed parameters or procedures independent of service 
situations or environments are employed and cause inef-
ficiency in the process—unnecessary processing may be 
done. Furthermore, on the assumption that UEs move in 
a mutually independent manner, inflexible session controls 
are conducted independently of the UE types.

2.2 Solutions applying service-specific controls
For solving the problems of the conventional mobile 

networks, mentioned in the previous subsection, a service-
oriented (service-specific or adaptive) network configura-
tion and control scheme is required. For attaining ultra-low 
latency, the network configuration has to be re-configured 
adaptively so that the physical communication distance 
becomes shorter—function units including anchor points 
must be located at a short distance from UEs.

On the other hand, for sophisticated controls, the 
following measures will be required: Controls of multiple 
UEs should be conducted in a consolidated way—conduct-
ing a number of controls at one place; and such controls 
that are not necessary for the concerning services should 
be canceled; Updating control parameters in a service-
specific way according to the types of services or current 
service-utilization status—for example, on the occasion of 
providing a group-communication service to multiple UEs, 
the number of control processes and control messages will 
be reduced[2] through conducting controls for allocating a 
media transmitting/receiving bearer at a time to each UE, 
or for the terminals that are supposed not to move—such 
as Machine Type Communication (MTC) terminals—skip-
ping scheduled mobile management controls will reduce 
processing loads[3]. In addition to the abovementioned 
measures for sophisticated controls in mobile networks, 
different methods[4]–[7] have been proposed.

2.3 Applying network virtualization technologies: 
key to solving problems

If independent and dedicated physical mobile networks 
are constructed to use on a case-by case basis for satisfying 
different requirements, it would lead to the rise of infra-
structure construction cost for the following reasons. It 
would not be easy to estimate the required network facility 
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capacity for individual mobile networks. Sophisticated con-
trol by enhancing the component function units of mobile 
networks—although it would be effective—, would need 
more time and cost for verifying that no inconsistencies 
exist between the existing functions because maintaining 
compatibility to avoid mutual conflict is required; therefore, 
the timely applying of sophisticated methods will be dif-
ficult, and in addition, changing controls in each function 
according to the service would possibly lead to the lowering 
of processing performance. Different from the construction 
of dedicated physical networks mentioned above, network 
virtualization technologies have attracted attention as 
promising technologies (network-virtualization technology 
refers to a technology for building logically independent 
networks—virtual networks—on a single physical network), 
for constructing dedicated mobile networks and ensuring 
the dynamic configuration/activation of software func-
tions—applications executable on standardized hardware 
systems.

Virtualization technologies enable the realization of 
service-specific mobile networks on a single physical 
network through constructing mobile networks as virtual 
networks (virtual mobile networks). Such a construction 
method allows each mobile network to flexibly update 
its configuration or resource allocation. In addition, each 
mobile network, because it is isolated, is not required 
to have functions that are irrelevant to its services, nor 
required to maintain the compatibility of its functions with 
other functions (on existing virtual networks). Therefore, 
the construction, on a virtualization platform, of virtual 
mobile networks consisting of dedicated functions with 
EPC/IMS control matching the network’s services ensures 
the provision of additional network requirements, and the 
total efficiency of the network.

With regard to the technologies for virtualization 
of network resources/functions, many ideas, such as 
Service Defined Networking (SDN) or Network Function 
Virtualization (NFV) have been proposed and studied. Next 
in this paper, studies on the key technologies for improv-
ing the network total efficiency by applying virtualization 
technologies to mobile networks will be introduced.

3 Service-specific mobile-network 
virtualization and service-flow control  
technologies

3.1 Virtualized mobile-network configuration 
enabling service-specific control

Figure 2 shows an instance of a virtualized mobile-
network configuration as follows: On a network-virtual-
ization platform, there are constructed a virtualized mobile 
network (vMNW1) consisting of the functions required 
by standards, and a specific-service-optimized virtualized 
mobile network (vMNW2 and vMNW3). The vMNW2 is 
constructed by placing such network components as SGW, 
PGW and service functions that form the data communica-
tion route on a physical node neighboring the terminal. 
The vMNW3 is configured so that it includes the necessary 
C-Plane functions. Each of the functions is built by enhanc-
ing standard procedures. As for the group-communication 
service for example, setting-up processes of transmitting/
receiving bearers to be allocated to each UE are conducted 
in a consolidated manner, for the purpose of reducing the 
processing load. Each of the virtualized networks is con-
figured through the interconnection of virtualized servers 
(VM) working on IA servers via layer-2 level protocols 
such as Virtual eXtensible Local Area Network (VXLAN). 
In each VM, the functions run as software. Packets, before 
they are exchanged between those functions, are encapsu-
lated by using the overlay protocol at a virtualized switch 
existing on the IA server. In order to make a packet sent 
from a UE processed in the proper virtualized network, 
pre-processing is required before a packet enters the IA 
server-group so that the packet is inspected for the iden-
tification of the services relevant to it and is encapsulated 
(hereinafter, referred to as “service-flow control). Such a 
process will be conducted either at the terminal side or at 
the network side; however, in the case where it is done at 

Fig.F 2 Configuration of virtualized mobile-network virtualization 
enabling service-specific control
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the terminal side, terminals must be enhanced so that they 
have a high-speed packet-I/O mechanism and allow their 
applications to handle layer-2 frames. This means that such 
terminal-side approach will allow only the packets sent 
from the enhanced terminals—not all the terminals—to 
be allocated to the proper virtual network. In addition, 
considering such a situation where MTC terminals with 
simplified communication features for power saving will 
be popular in the future, it would not be expectable that 
all types of terminals will be enhanced in such a way as 
described above. Therefore, it will be practical and desirable 
to implement service-flow control features at the network 
side.

For the purpose of conducting service-flow controls on 
the network side, it is necessary to analyze packets down 
to their payload level (hereinafter referred to as “packet 
inspection”), because “5-tuple” (source/destination IP ad-
dress, source/destination port number, and protocol type) 
will not be sufficient for the network to know what service 
is requested. It is difficult to, only by using 5-tuple, precisely 
sort out signaling messages for bearer-session control in 
an EPC, SIP or HTTP messages, to the level compatible 
with the granularity of services. Such situations can be 
described, as follows: A signaling message transmitted by 
a UE (S1 AP message[8]), encapsulated by means of the 
Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)[9], is sent 
to its MME; however, the alternation of MME according 
to the terminal type or APN (external network identifier) 
will never occur, but the destination MME is determined 
according to the terminal’s International Mobile Subscriber 
Identity (IMSI) used for identifying terminals. In addition, 
SIP messages (or HTTP messages) transmitted by the UE, 
independently of the demanded service, are sent to a fixed 
SIP server (or webRTC server). Therefore, it is required, by 
means of packet inspection, to identify a UE or APN written 
in the bearer-session control message and the demanded 
service written in the service-session control-message, and 
encapsulate and transmit those to the proper destinations. 
Hereinafter, the function for inspecting messages down 
to the granularity of services is referred to as the Service 
Binding Function (SBF).

3.2 Efficiency technologies for service-flow 
control

When SBF is implemented, inspecting each packet by 
using character-string matching will cause a large overhead 
(processing load) that will not only cancel out the benefits 
brought by the employment of network virtualization 

technologies but increase the risk of consuming a large 
volume of resources. Hence, for the purpose of improving 
efficiency, such a method is proposed as picking up the 
packets that seem necessary to inspect by using a com-
bination of 5-tuple filtering. While, as for the terminals 
for dedicated use—only used for specific services or in 
fixed environments—pre-setting 5-tuple information to 
SBF would be enough, however, in such a case where 
terminals will be used in a virtual network, occasionally 
(dynamically) for some certain services or in some certain 
environments, SBF has to be capable of dynamically accept-
ing the 5-tuple information and character-string-matching 
rules depending on the situation. The service-flow control 
method that is proposed in the following will be effectively 
applicable to such a situation.

Figure 3 shows the outline of the scheme; vMNW3 is 
pre-configured; SBF consists of a 5-tuple flow-identification 
function and a service-identification function; and the 
virtual NW management mechanism is enhanced to have 
the capability of updating the flow entry and the rule 
information stored in the SBF in collaboration with the 
network side. Procedures are described as follows, using 
a case where a UE attempts to start using a group com-
munication service: Step 1: a service-request transmitted 
by the UE (SIP INVTTE), via the flow identification func-
tion, reaches the SIP server (P-CSCF1) on vMNW1—it 
is assumed that the flow entry of the flow identification 
function is pre-set so that a SIP message, if it is sent from 
a specific source IP address, bypasses service identification 
to be sent to vMNW1 using the encapsulated transmis-
sion method. Step 2: P-CSCF1 processes the SIP message; 
Step 3: P-CSCF1, while processing the message, notifies the 
virtual NW management function of the service identifier 
(also UE information, etc.) included in the SIP-header; 
Step 4: the virtual NW management function, according 
to the information notified by P-CSCF1, makes a copy 
of the state information (UE connection status) held by 

Fig.F 3　Service-flow control efficiency method
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a vMNW1 function, and places it in the corresponding 
function in vMNW3; Step 5: at the same time, the virtual 
NW management function adds a flow entry on the flow 
identification function so that SIP messages from a specific 
UE are transmitted to the service identification function, 
where, as for the state information copying method, redun-
dant server technology, the relocation method (specified 
by standards), or a method applying hand-over-messages 
will be applicable; Step 6: the SIP message is processed by 
vMNW3’s functions; Step 7: SBF, on receiving the reply 
messages from the Step 6 process, updates the parameters 
written in the SIP message if necessary—if a function of 
vMNW3 is based on a different IP system from that of 
vMNW1, it is required to rewrite the parameters written in 
the header of SIP, IP or GTP. Step 8: The subsequent request 
SIP message from the UE—in normal situations, several 
pairs of request/reply messages are exchanged—, sent by 
the flow identification function to the service identification 
function, processed there for service identification by means 
of character-string matching, is sent, according to the result 
of service identification by encapsulation transmission, to 
vMNW3; and then the setting of all the media transmit/
receive bearers to be allocated to each of the UEs belonging 
to the same group is carried out in a consolidated manner.

4 Enhancement of service-flow control 
functions (SBF) for practical usage

4.1 Rule-Sharing among multiple SBFs and 
scalability

In a real situation, multiple SBFs are deployed in 
such a way that they are geographically distributed; and 
furthermore, multiple deployment of SBF is necessary for 
load distribution. SBFs, while working between a UE and 
the virtualization platform, are desirably located as close as 
possible to the UE so that anchor functions should be avail-
able in the neighborhood of the UE. Hence, attaching SBF 
to eNB seems to be effective; however, equipping every eNB 
with SBF would not be practical from the standpoint of 
cost—capital expenditure/operating expenditure (CAPEX/
OPEX)—, because it is highly predicted that more base 
stations will be required as the reduction of service cell 
size goes forward for the purpose of improving base-station 
capacity. Then, a more practical way would be equipping 
back-halls or some macro-eNBs with SBF functions. In 
any of the situations described above where multiple SBFs 
are physically located in a distributed way, the sharing of 
necessary rules will be indispensable for the purpose of 

transmitting packets to a proper virtualized network wher-
ever the terminal moves. However, because the number of 
the necessary rules is huge and, furthermore, situations 
will be dynamically changeable, synchronization of all the 
rules among every SBF is unfeasible from the standpoint 
of keeping scalability. Therefore, for solving the problem, 
the application of centralized-control technologies[10], 
which are supporting SDN technologies as their base, will 
be effective. Each SBF, each time it receives an unknown 
packet (having no rule information, so the demanded 
service is un-identifiable), transmits the unknown packet 
to the controller, and the controller, conducting packet 
inspection (the controller holds every rule), installs neces-
sary rules into the SBF; in such a way, even if the UE is 
moving, necessary rules will be properly transmitted to the 
corresponding SBF.

On the contrary, as for the controller, another problem 
will arise: the controller, having all the rules—the total 
volume of which is huge—, consumes some certain amount 
of time for packet inspection[11]; as a result, in such a situa-
tion where a certain volume of unknown packets, at a unit 
time interval, flows into the controller, packet-processing 
at the controller becomes a bottleneck, causing large 
transmission latency to the virtualized network. Although 
load-distributing among some controllers might be effec-
tive, the growth of management cost will cause another 
problem in the case of multiple controllers because, if 
a huge volume of rules is required to be updated, every 
controller has to keep consistency among rules[12]. Hence, in 
order to prevent the number of controllers from increasing, 
the key to the problem will be preventing the occurrence 
of the concentration of too many unknown to-be-inspected 
packets on a controller.

4.2 Redirection-based rule-sharing method
Here, the redirection-based rule-sharing method—aim-

ing at the improvement of the scalability in the rule-sharing 
method using the centralized control method mentioned 
in the previous subsection—is introduced. An SBF in this 
method redirects an unknown packet not to the controller 
but to the SBF accommodating the base station that had 
provided the UE with services, and tries to obtain neces-
sary information from the SBF, expecting that the SBF, 
conducting packet-inspection, identifying service, returns 
the rules for the service. Because every SBF existing on 
the transmission route through which the unknown packet 
travels saves the rules in cache, the rules are shared among 
such SBFs.
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Figure 4 shows how the system using the proposed 
method works. SBFs are functionally-enhanced to enable 
such redirection and rule-caching. An SBF, on the receipt 
of an unknown packet, in order to identify the redirec-
tion destination, transfers a part of the packet (the part 
holding the information for identifying the source-UE) to 
the controller (hereinafter, referred to as SBF Controller, 
SBFC), and buffers the packet body. The SBF, when failing 
to obtain the redirection destination, transfers the buffered 
packet body to the SBFC to request packet inspection of 
the unknown packet, or, when successfully obtaining the 
redirection SBF from the SBFC, transfers the buffered 
packet to the redirection destination SBF. The redirec-
tion destination SBF, through applying the rules it holds, 
inspects the transferred packet. The SBF, when successfully 
identifying service, encapsulates the packet and transfers 
it to the proper virtualized network, and at the same time 
returns the rules—usable for identifying service—toward 
the redirection origin SBF, and when failing to identify, 
transfers the packet to the SBFC. The cache management 
function, which has been added to SBFs, records the I/F 
information on the occasion of unknown packet reception 
so that rule caching by hop-by-hop transfer is enabled. The 
SBF that received the rules, caches the rules and transfers 
them to the registered I/F.

The SBFC is equipped with the redirect manager func-
tion for holding the mapping information of the UE and 
the redirection destination SBF. The SBFC, when receiving a 
packet having no other information than UE-identification 
information, returns the redirection destination SBF cor-
responding to the UE. The SBFC, when having no mapping 
information available, returns a request of the whole packet 
to the SBF. The SBFC, when receiving the whole packet, 

conducts service identification by packet inspection and 
returns the corresponding rules to the SBF.

In the proposed method, an SBF, according to the 
mapping information that the SBFC holds, redirects an 
unknown packet to another SBF. However, a case would 
occur where the desired rules do not exist in the redirec-
tion destination SBF. For instance, the rules, although they 
should be held, might be deleted by a time-out, or the UE 
might request a different service from the service requested 
previously. In such a situation, the SBF, having no means 
for identifying service, transfers a packet to the SBFC.

In the method described above, the redirection desti-
nation SBF places the rules used for service identification 
on the transmission route in either case where the service 
identification is accomplished using the rules it holds, or 
where such identification is done through transferring the 
unknown packet to the SBFC. Hence, the proposed method 
will contribute to reduction of unknown-packet transfer 
volume to the SBFC as a whole, because the volume of the 
rules cached on each of the SBFs that exist on the transmis-
sion route grows in any case—regardless of the availability 
of the proper rules on the redirect destination SBF.

5 Evaluations by prototype-
implementation and simulations

In the following Subsection 5.1, evaluations conducted 
on a prototype implementation are introduced. They proved 
that on the service-specific mobile network virtualization, 
overall network efficiency is attainable. In Subsection 5.2, 
simulations on the effects of the redirection-based rule-
sharing method expected to solve the problems in the 
real situations (implementation problems) are introduced, 
which validated the method.

5.1 Example of efficiency improvement using 
service-specific mobile network virtualization: 
proof by prototype implementation

The effectiveness of Service-Specific Mobile Network 
Virtualization Method for reduction of the processing 
load of the whole network, was determined through 
observing its CPU utilization when group communication 
service is used, on the prototype on which the method was 
implemented (Fig. 5). The configuration of the prototype 
is shown below. The operation verification and the per-
formance evaluation of the method were conducted using 
a virtualization platform with ten IA-servers connected. 
Two types of virtualized networks were built by using nine 

Fig.F 4　Redirection-based rule-sharing method: outline
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IA servers. Functions of EPC/IMS were implemented as 
software packages on VMs which were interconnected us-
ing VXLAN technology—an overlay technology. On one of 
the two virtualized networks mentioned earlier, functions 
required by the standards were working (VNW1 shown 
at the upper right of the Fig. 5). On another network, 
functions enhanced for supporting group communication 
services were working (VNW2 shown at the upper right 
of Fig. 5). On the remaining IA-server out of the ten, a 
VM where a virtualized network management function was 
working (shown as Mgmt in Fig. 5) was placed. SBFs, work-
ing as service-flow control functions, were implemented 
as a software package on a physical node connected to 
another physical node emulating eNB at its network-side 
(up-stream). The physical node emulating multiple UEs 
was connected to EPC/IMS through eNB and SBF—the 
EPC/IMS or the eNB was enhanced to have the necessary 
functions, by using OpenEPC software[13]. SBFs, Mgmt’s and 
service functions (SCC AS or MRF shown in Fig. 5) were 
newly developed for working as software. Furthermore, a 
UTC IMS Client[14]—open-source IMS client was enhanced 

so that it works as the UE using group communication 
services. IMS Bench SIPp[15]—an open-source emulator—
was used for emulating multiple UEs using general service 
(telephone service).

On the prototype experiment configuration described 
above, group communication service was activated, under 
the situation where telephone service was under way at 
a call request rate of 20 cps (calls per second), and the 
CPU utilization rate was measured for SBFs and tens of 
IA servers. Figure 6 shows the measured CPU utilization 
rates—normalized so that the total of the CPU utilization 
for each node is between 0 to 100 percent—for comparing 
the case (non-SSNV) where the service-specific virtual net-
work (VNW2) was not used with the case (SSNV) where it 
was used. The results show that CPU utilization reduction 
of approximately 25 percent was obtained—at the same 
time, it reveals that the sophisticated SBF contributes to 
suppressing the overall overhead, even if additional over-
head might occur in each of the virtualized network, the 
virtual network management function, or SBFs.

Fig.F 5　A Display of Prototype Demonstration
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5.2 Effectiveness of redirection-based rule-sharing 
method

The redirection-based rule-sharing method was 
proved to have the potentiality of reducing the volume 
of unknown-packet transfer, by conducting simulations 
using an event-driven queuing system. Simulations were 
conducted through assuming such a network configuration 
as shown in Fig. 7. Several SBFs, interconnected with each 
other, are located before a network virtualization platform. 
The SBFs are configured according to a Transit-Stub type 
topology, which is generated by applying GT-ITM (a topol-
ogy-generation tool)[16]. eNBs are connected to each of the 
SBFs; the number of connected eNBs is determined by the 
I/F capacity of the SBF and the capacity of the eNB. In this 
simulation, the I/F capacity of the SBF and the number of 
eNBs are constant (corresponding to a metropolitan area), 
and then the number of required SBFs is alternated—cor-
responding to the situation where eNB capacity will grow 
in future. Each of SBFs is connected to the SBFC. The 
simulation is conducted in the following way:

INVITE—service-request in SIP—was generated ac-
cording to the Poisson distribution. An INVITE is pro-
cessed differently according to its history—whether it is 
for the same service as the previous service or whether it 
was transmitted after crossing an SBF domain boundary. 
The probability of the former event—demoted as Psame,—is 
used as a variable parameter for the simulation. The event 
probability of the latter case was determined using the fluid 
flow model[17] for emulating a terminal movement. The 
following shows how the event probability of SBF domain 
boundary crossing is estimated. As shown in Fig. 7, each 
SBF domain is composed of n-eNB cells. Hence, the aver-
age number per unit time of occurrences of such an event 
that a terminal crosses the SBF domain boundary, Rd, is 
expressed,

 (1)

here,
v: mean terminal-movement rate (m / s)
Ld: SBF domain outer-perimeter (m)
Ad: SBF domain area (m2)
l: cell radius (m)
A terminal sends a message after crossing a SBF domain 

boundary at the probability expressed by the equation (2).

 (2)

here,
NUE: the number of terminals;
λ : the sum of the number of service-request messages 

per unit time transmitted from all the UEs.
As for the time required for service identification by 

packet inspection, in the pre-experiment, measuring the 
time consumed for pattern matching using the open-source 
intrusion detection system, snort 2.9.7.0[18], on 10,000 pack-
ets (each packet, with a size of 1,330 bytes, encapsulated by 
a GTP header) with alternating packet-inspection rules, it 
was revealed that the service identification time per packet, 
Ts, is expresses as follows:

 (3)

here,
Tmsg: packet processing time
Td: time for character string matching
Nrules: number of rules
Applying the parameters listed in Table 1, the simulation 

was conducted. Figure 8 shows the results of the measure-
ment of the arrival rate of unknown packets while varying 
the number of SBFs; in Fig. 8, Psame, is the same by its 

Fig.F 6 CPU-utilization reduction through Service-Specific Mobile 
Network Virtualization
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definition as the probability that a redirection destination 
SBF has the desired rules. As shown in Fig. 8, the reduction 
of the unknown-packet arrival rate to SBFC was attained 
by the redirection mechanism. Furthermore, even in such 
a case where all the redirected unknown packets are trans-
ferred to the controller (meaning that such a probability is 
zero that redirection destination SBFs have desired rules), 
the arrival rate of unknown packets to the controller was 
reduced. Such reduction was attained through the mecha-
nism where, as a result of the occurrences of redirections, 
the SBFs on the route saved the rules in cache, and the 
probability that an SBF succeeds to identify the service for 
an unknown packet was increased.

5.3 Challenges for future
It has been introduced, so far, that network virtualiza-

tion technologies can improve the performance of a mobile 
network, the mobile network has several virtualized net-
works—each virtualized network is selectable according to 

the demanded service and controlled in a service-specific 
way, and such a configuration, contributing to the reduction 
of the total network-processing load, enables efficiency of 
the processing of the mobile network. For further efficiency 
improvement of mobile networks, one of the challenges will 
be to enable such a dynamic construction/reconfiguration 
of virtualized mobile networks that enables prompt/quick 
allocation or restoration on the concerned virtualized 
network.

In addition, a method using the element technologies 
for SDN has been introduced as an efficient rule-sharing 
method among gateway systems (SBFs). The method is to 
be evaluated for its efficiency and performance through 
implementation experiments. However, prior to the imple-
mentation experiments, the method must be improved so 
that its easy implementation on a market-available flow-
based switch is ensured.

The research and development activities described in 
this article have been conducted focusing on sophisticated 
processing. However, as a hugely growing number of ter-
minals are connected, an increase in processing load will 
arise as a serious issue, and furthermore, an increase in 
the volume of information held on the network will be-
come another issue. Hence, for realizing a highly-flexible 
network in the situations described above, technologies for 
efficiently managing huge information must be established.

6 Conclusion

How to apply network virtualization technologies, 
which are the base technologies for the New-Generation 
Network, to mobile networks was introduced. Network 
virtualization technologies are expected to enable the provi-
sion of “service-communication integrated mobile commu-
nication”—in its true sense—through the implementation 
of service-specific configuration/control. Furthermore, 
network virtualization technologies are expected, through 
the building of a virtualized network environment cover-
ing multiple mobile networks of different mobile network 
operators, to realize the stable provision of public critical 
communication and a 100-percent area coverage for ob-
jects, and also enable local governments or corporations 
to provide efficient network services fine-tuned to the daily 
lives of local residents. The latter—corporations (which are 
not mobile network operators) providing mobile network 
services—seems to have been partially realized through 
the introduction of the mobile virtual network operator 
(MNVO) scheme. However, what is currently provided is 

Fig.F 8　Unknown packet arrival rate to SBFC
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just network connectivity. There still remain high barriers 
preventing organizations, which are not mobile network 
operators, from conducting network controls depending 
on services—one such obstacle is that the knowledge ac-
cumulated through network operation is not open to other 
operators. For lowering such barriers, public institutions 
such as NICT should develop and provide a validation 
environment for the purpose of promoting collaboration 
and sharing of operating practices among the organiza-
tions. NICT is ready to take such a role.
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